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Abstract
A requirement or preference for contractors to pay workers involved in the delivery of public
contracts a wage above the legal minimum can be seen as part of socially responsible public
procurement. However it may also be seen as a restriction on the free movement of goods and
services, inasmuch as it erodes the cost advantages of contractors based in lower wage areas.
As the United Kingdom prepares to leave the European Union, there is a need both to state
EU law on this question and to consider the scope for the UK, its constituent jurisdictions or
individual contracting authorities to take a different approach. The 2014 procurement
directives, the Bundesdruckerei and RegioPost cases and the Commission's proposed
revisions to the Posted Workers Directive all attempt to reconcile free movement with social
protections relating to wages - however none of these directly address living wages which are
not set out in legislation, collective agreements or administrative provisions. This paper
analyses these developments in order to draw conclusions regarding the scope for living
wages to be included in public contracts both before and after Brexit.
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I.
Introduction
The idea of including a specified wage requirement in a public contract may appear
uncontroversial. A national minimum wage exists in 22 out of 28 Member States,1 although
the level at which this is set varies widely.2 It is certainly possible to require contractors to
pay the legal minimum wage in the place where the contract is to be performed, but matters
become more complex where either the wage in question is not legally binding on all
operators, or where the contract may be performed in whole or part outside of the area where
the wage applies. This raises the possibility that bidders who are bound to pay the wage will
be competing with bidders who are not. Questions then arise as to whether a requirement on
all bidders to pay a designated wage may constitute a restriction on the free movement of
goods and services, or conversely whether application of wage requirements only to certain
operators (for example, those proposing to carry out the contract in the place where it is
tendered) might violate the Treaty principle of non-discrimination. The 2014 Procurement
Directives3 seek to balance free movement and the promotion of competition with the ability
- and in some cases duty - to apply social protections within public contracts.
I look first at the legality of applying living wages4 in public sector contracts prior to 2016.
This analysis draws primarily upon the CJEU's interpretation of the 2004 procurement
directives and the Posted Workers Directive (PWD)5 in the Rüffert, Bundesdruckerei and
RegioPost cases. While these three judgments apply broadly the same approach, in the latter
two the Court made clear that social protection measures such as minimum wages could in
principle be justified even where they restrict free movement of goods and services - and in
RegioPost it accepted that such social protection measures may be specific to public sector
contracts. In Bundesdruckerei and RegioPost, the Court analysed procurement measures
against the PWD despite it not applying based on the facts of these cases, an approach which
I question based on the potential applicability of other EU-derived laws relating, for example,
to fixed term employment and acquired rights. I also look at the meaning of Article 3.7 of the
PWD, which allows the application of terms and conditions of employment which are more
favourable to workers. The Court appears to have interpreted this as only applying where
1

Austria, Denmark, Italy, Cyprus, Finland and Sweden are the exceptions.
From EUR 215 per month in Bulgaria to EUR 1923 in Luxembourg, as of July 2016. Expressed in purchasing
power standards (PPS), this gives a smaller but still significant range of 460 (Bulgaria) to 1613 (Luxembourg) .
Source: Eurostat, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Minimum_wage_statistics
3
Directive 2014/23/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the award of concession contracts
(Concessions Directive); Directive 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on public
procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC (Public Sector Directive); and Directive 2014/25/EU on
procurement by entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sector and repealing
Directive 2004/17/EC (Utilities Directive). Article numbers in this paper refer to the Public Sector Directive,
however in most cases identical provisions appear in the Utilities and Concessions Directives.
4
In the UK, the Living Wage Foundation has since 2001 calculated the rate of pay necessary for workers to
meet basic needs given prevailing prices, including a small margin for unexpected expenses. The Living Wage
has typically been 20-30% higher than the national minimum wage, with the separate London Living Wage
being 30-40% higher. Voluntary commitments to pay the Living Wage have been made by some 2900 private
and public sector organisations in the UK. This should be distinguished from the 'National Living Wage'
introduced under the National Minimum Wage (Amendment) Regulations 2016, which is the legal minimum for
workers aged 25 and over (£7.50 per hour as of April 2017). In other EU countries, wages above legal minima
are typically the product of collective bargaining, and are often limited to a particular sector or activity.
5
Directive 96/71/EC concerning the posting of workers in the framework of provision of services.
2
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undertakings voluntarily choose to apply more favourable terms. It leads naturally to the
question of whether the living wage can be included as a preference rather than a requirement
in tenders, via contract award criteria.
Section III examines the current position under the 2014 Procurement Directives. I consider
the impact of the Article 18.2 mandatory social clause as well as the recitals which make
reference to the PWD and the relevant Treaty principles. In relation to award criteria, I look
in particular at the inclusion of trading conditions in Article 67.2(a) as one of the factors
which may be taken into account in the evaluation of tenders. This is derived from the CJEU
judgment in Case C-368/10 Commission v The Netherlands, in which it accepted the
possibility of award criteria based on fair trade considerations. I argue that as the fair trade
criteria considered by the Court included the payment of a wage premium not set out in
mandatory or generally applicable measures, award criteria which relate to payment of a
living wage may also be justified where they meet the transparency and other requirements
for award criteria. Section III also looks at the effect of the proposed changes to the PWD
which would replace the reference to 'minimum rates of pay' with a reference to
'remuneration' - meaning that wage commitments set out in laws, regulations, administrative
provisions or eligible collective agreements could be applied even where these do not
constitute minimum social protections.
Regarding the position in the United Kingdom both before and after Brexit, I look at the
correspondence between the Scottish Government and the European Commission on living
wage issues, as well as the relevant measures set out in the Procurement Reform (Scotland)
Act 2014 and Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 2015 and accompanying statutory
guidance. I contrast these with the position in the rest of the UK, where a decision was taken
to omit Article 18.2 from the Public Contracts Regulations 2015. Despite this, I argue that
there is scope under current EU law to apply a living wage in award criteria throughout the
UK and that this may be a preferable approach to applying more general criteria relating to
fair working practices. In order to go further and include a living wage as a mandatory
condition of contract award, UK governments would have to adopt the changes to the PWD if
and when they come into force, and also adopt administrative provisions which clearly
mandate the payment of the living wage in public contracts. If the jurisdiction of the CJEU is
excluded under the terms of any future trade agreement with the EU, this is unlikely to
provide additional certainty regarding living wage provisions, although it may make
enforcement of the relevant rules more difficult.
It is worth noting the broader political and economic context in which the CJEU has
addressed wage considerations in public contracts, which also informed the revision of the
procurement directives. The Court first examined the relationship between public contracts
and the Posted Workers Directive prior to the Eurozone debt crisis, which brought with it
severe pressure on Member State budgets as well as diminished trust in national and EU
institutions.6 As austerity constrained public budgets, procurement was increasingly
6

See Roth, F., Nowak-Lehmann, F. and Otter, T., 2011. Has the financial crisis shattered citizens’ trust in
national and European governmental institutions? Evidence from the EU member states, 1999-2010. CEPS,
Available to download from: https://www.ceps.eu/publications; Armingeon, K. and Ceka, B. (2014) "The loss
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identified as a means of implementing policies which, in more fiscally expansive eras, might
have been achieved through direct spending initiatives. For example, considerable emphasis
was placed both at EU and national level on the ability of public procurement to foster
innovation, while at local level the role of public contracts in helping to reduce
unemployment and skills shortages regained prominence, having faded in the face of single
market orthodoxy in the 1990s and early 2000s.7 The necessity of addressing the
environmental impacts of public contracts also became clearer in the decade after the
Concordia judgment,8 which first established the legitimacy of green public procurement. By
the time the revision of the procurement directives was underway in late 2011, all of the
major actors involved in the process9 appeared to agree upon the legitimacy of including
social and environmental considerations in public procurement – although substantial
disagreement remained about the scope and means for this, in particular where free
movement might be affected. As will be seen below, these questions are only partially
resolved in the text of the 2014 directives.
In parallel, the Posted Workers Directive - intended to determine which employment terms
would apply to workers temporarily working in other Member States - came under
considerable strain in the period following the 2004 and 2007 enlargements of the Union.
There was a 45% increase in the number of posted workers between 2004 and 2007.10 The
basic tension between Member States with high wages and social security costs and newer,
poorer members tested the principle of free movement underlying the PWD. Unions and
political parties have objected to the 'social dumping' associated with companies using low
cost workers to fulfil contracts while avoiding contributions to the pensions and other
entitlements long enjoyed by workers in richer countries. The newer accession states for the
most part have supported the right of their companies to rely upon their cost advantages,
especially where these companies make social security contributions and pay taxes in their
home countries. CJEU case law, in particular the Laval quartet,11 served primarily to
highlight the need for a more comprehensive political settlement which balanced free
movement of workers with social protections.
II.

Relevant law prior to 2016

of trust in the European Union during the great recession since 2007: the role of heuristics from the national
political system" European Union Politics Vol. 15(1) 82-107. Various editions of the Eurobarometer since 2007
also confirm a general decline in trust in both EU and national institutions following the financial crisis.
7
For discussion of this retrenchment, see McCrudden, C. (2007) Buying Social Justice Oxford: OUP, pp. 330334. The European Commission was particularly active in bringing infringement proceedings against states for
use of social and environmental criteria in tenders during this period.
8
Case C-513/99 Concordia Bus Finland Oy Ab, formerly Stagecoach Finland Oy Ab v Helsingin kaupunki and
HKL-Bussiliikenne [2002] ECR I-07213.
9
That is, the European Commission, the Parliament and the Member States acting through the Council. The
European Court of Justice was also influential on these topics through its case law as discussed in this paper.
10
European Commission, Impact Assessment regarding reform of the posted workers directive SWD (2016) 52
11
Case C-341/05, Laval un Partneri Ltd v Svenska Byggnadsarbetareförbundet et al [2007] ECR I-11767
(“Laval”); Case C-438/05, International Transport Workers’ Federation, Finnish Seamen’s Union v Viking Line
ABP et al [2008] IRLR 143(“Viking”); Case C-319/06, Commission v Luxembourg [2007] ECR I-4323; and
Case C-346/06 Dirk Rüffert v Land Niedersachsen (‘Rüffert’) [2008] ECR I-01989;
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Three main sources of EU law are relevant to the question of which wage provisions may be
enforced in public contracts: the Public Procurement Directives, the Posted Workers
Directive and the Treaty principles of free movement of goods and services, free
establishment, transparency and non-discrimination/equal treatment. National law is also
relevant inasmuch as both the Procurement Directives and the Posted Workers Directive
make direct references to national law on the question of which employment terms must be
applied in contracts. Not all public sector contracts are subject to the EU law mentioned,
however the Court's case law has created a broad scope of coverage, particularly in respect of
the Treaty principles. Even where contracts are excluded from the scope of the Directives, the
CJEU has held that they may be subject to the Treaty principles if they are of 'certain crossborder interest.' In addition to the free movement of goods and services and freedom of
establishment, the Court has applied the principles of non-discrimination/equal treatment and
transparency to contracts which are not covered by the Procurement Directives.12
II.i

Directive 96/71/EC (the Posted Workers Directive)

Since 2004, the recitals to the Procurement Directives have referred to the PWD in the
context of determining which employment terms may be applied in public contracts. The
specific reference to the PWD may be considered surprising, given that only a small number
of public contracts involve posting of workers, and various other EU directives such as those
on acquired rights13 and fixed-term employment14 may also apply - and in some case
obligations under these instruments may conflict with the PWD.15 Keeping in mind that the
recitals are not themselves binding but express the intentions of the legislator and so may be
used to aid interpretation of the directives, the logic for the specific references to the PWD
seems to be as follows. At the time of publishing tender documents (which must include the
technical specifications, award criteria, contract clauses et cetera) a contracting authority
cannot know whether any bidder will seek to rely upon posted workers to carry out the
contract. In order to safeguard against this possibility, the terms of the competition and
contract must be compatible with the PWD. This logic appears to have been followed by the
Court in the Bundesdruckerei and RegioPost cases, which did not in fact concern posted
workers.16
The PWD requires that where workers are temporarily posted from one Member State to
another, they are guaranteed certain minimum terms and conditions of employment. In
12

Amongst others, in Case C-275/98 Unitron; Case C-324/98 Telaustria and joined cases C-147/06 and C148/06 SECAP. For discussion of the scope of the cross-border interest test, see Risvig, C. (2012) Contracts Not
Covered or Not Fully Covered by the Public Sector Directive (Copenhagen: DJØF Publishing) pp. 149-158.
13
Directive 2001/23/EC. For discussion of the application of acquired rights to public contracts under the
Transfer of Undertakings, Protection of Employment (TUPE) Regulations 2014, see Omambala, I. and
Motraghi, N. "Implications of Brexit for TUPE in the area of public procurement" 2017(1) Public Procurement
Law Review 62
14
Directive 99/70/EC concerning the framework agreement on fixed-term work
15
For example, under the acquired rights/TUPE framework, employees may be entitled to wages set out in
collective agreements which are not universally applicable.
16
RegioPost did concern postal workers, which is an entirely different matter. The German courts in both
RegioPost and Bundesdruckerei formulated their references to the CJEU in terms of the PWD and Article 56,
presumably because of concern about the broader impact of the Rüffert judgment on public contracts.
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addition to minimum rates of pay, the PWD covers maximum work periods and minimum
rest periods; minimum paid annual holidays; conditions for hiring out of temporary workers;
health, safety and hygiene at work; and protective measures with regard to pregnant women
or women who have recently given birth, children and young people. On the question of
which wage conditions must be applied in host states, Article 3.1 of the PWD refers to
minimum rates of pay which have been laid down by 'law, regulation or administrative
provision', including overtime but excluding supplementary occupational retirement pension
schemes. In addition, and in respect of building work only, minimum rates of pay set out in
collective agreements or arbitration awards must be enforced in respect of posted workers if
the agreements/awards are either universally or generally applicable.17 The concept of
minimum rates of pay is to be interpreted by reference to the law and/or practice of the
Member State to which the worker is posted.
However Article 3.7 of the PWD provides that the above minimum conditions shall not
prevent the application of terms and conditions of employment which are more favourable to
workers. This clause points to the tension at the heart of the PWD: is it about worker
protection or is it about allowing access for posted workers to host state markets? While the
answer is undoubtedly 'both', the approach taken by the CJEU in the Laval quartet of cases
(including Rüffert) emphasised the latter element, effectively removing the ability of host
states to apply higher levels of protection to posted workers. In RegioPost the Court appeared
more sympathetic to wage protections, but it still purported to review a requirement in a
public contract against the provisions in Article 3.1 of the PWD only - implying that if it
didn't fall within one of the categories set out therein, it could not be applied. More detailed
consideration of these cases is given in the next two sections.
The interpretation of the term 'administrative provision' in Article 3.1 of the PWD may be
significant in any future challenges to living wage policies, if for example these are adopted
by way of governmental circulars or as part of an organisation’s standing orders, procurement
policy or other non-legislative instruments. The term 'administrative provision' is not defined
within the PWD, however the formula 'law, regulation or administrative provision' is
frequently used in directives to define the possible means of national implementation. The
Court's interpretation of this term in other contexts suggests that administrative measures
must be both generally applicable and create mandatory obligations18 - however these
principles have been applied where administrative measures are used to implement EU law,
rather than where they are used by Member States to apply social protections. An
administrative provision which is not generally applicable may not always be sufficient to
17

Art. 3.8 of the PWD provides that if no system exists for declaring collective agreements/arbitration awards to
be universally applicable, Member States may provide for them to be enforced in respect of posted workers if i)
they are generally applicable to all similar undertakings in the geographical area and in the profession or
industry concerned, and/or ii) the collective agreements have been concluded by the most representative
employers' and labour organizations at national level and are applied throughout the national territory.
18
See Case C-361/88 Commission v Germany, in which the Commission challenged Germany's implementation
of a directive concerning air pollution by way of an administrative circular. In that case, the Court found that the
circular was insufficient to implement the directive because it was neither general nor mandatory. However this
was not put forward as a definition of 'administrative provisions' by the Court - nor has it applied a requirement
of generality in its subsequent case law relating to administrative provisions.
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implement a directive - but that does not mean it is not an administrative provision within the
meaning of the PWD.
An example of a broader approach to defining administrative provisions can be found in the
Commission guidance on implementation of the Strategic Environmental Assessment
Directive (2001/42/EC), which includes the following text:
Administrative provisions are formal requirements for ensuring that action is taken
which are not normally made using the same procedures as would be needed for new
laws and which do not necessarily have the full force of law. Some provisions of ‘soft
law’ might count under this heading. Extent of formalities in its preparation and
capacity to be enforced may be used as indications to determine whether a particular
provision is an ‘administrative provision’ in the sense of the Directive. Administrative
provisions are by definition not necessarily binding, but for the Directive to apply,
plans and programmes prepared or adopted under them must be required by them, as
is the case with legislative or regulatory provisions.19
Must administrative provisions within the meaning of the PWD be generally applicable, or
can they apply only to certain types of contract? In relation to collective agreements and
arbitration awards, the PWD sets an explicit requirement that these either be universally
applicable (where a system for declaring them to be universally applicable exists) or, in the
absence of such a system, either i) generally applicable to all similar undertakings in the
geographical area and in the profession or industry concerned or ii) concluded by the most
representative employers' and labour organizations at national level and applied throughout
national territory. In contrast there is no explicit requirement of generality where minimum
rates of pay are set out in laws, regulations or administrative provisions - and in RegioPost
the Court rejected the idea that laws setting minimum wage rates would have to apply
generally. It seems clear then that neither under the PWD nor in other areas has the Court
held that laws or administrative provisions must be generally applicable in order to be
considered as such. The UK courts have also taken a relatively broad view of what constitutes
an administrative provision within the meaning of EU law.20
II.ii

The Laval Quartet

In its 2007-2008 term the Court of Justice delivered four significant judgments dealing with
various aspects of the relationship between EU law and collective bargaining rights. The first
of these, the Viking case, arose out of the attempted reflagging of a ferry between Finland and
Estonia, with the intention of reducing wage costs. The Court held that measures taken by the
International Transport Workers Union to prevent this amounted to a restriction on the
freedom of establishment under the Treaty. Such a restriction could be justified by an
overriding reason of public interest, such as the protection of employees, but only if the
restriction was proportionate to the objective pursued. In the Laval judgment delivered one
week later, the Court held that attempts by a Swedish trades federation to ensure the
19

European Commission (2003) Guidance on the implementation of Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of
the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment
20
In Walton v The Scottish Ministers [2012] UKSC 44, and HS2 Action Alliance and Others v Secretary of
State for Transport [2013] EWCA Civ 920
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application of a local collective agreement to Latvian workers constituted a unjustified
restriction on the freedom to provide services. As Sweden lacked both a minimum wage and
a mechanism for making collective agreements universally applicable, negotiated wage rates
did not fall within the scope of minimum conditions which could be enforced under the
PWD. Both judgments were delivered by the Grand Chamber, underlining their political
importance in the context of Estonia and Latvia's recent accession to the EU alongside ten
other central and eastern European countries.21
Neither Viking nor Laval dealt with contracts subject to the public procurement rules,22
however the Court had an opportunity to consider this in the Rüffert judgment delivered in
April 2008. Rüffert concerned a works contract which had been terminated by Lower Saxony
due to the failure of a subcontractor to comply with minimum rates of pay set out in a
collective agreement. Public authorities in Germany are obligated under various regional laws
(Tariftreuegesetze) to comply with such agreements and to ensure the compliance of their
contractors and subcontractors. The case turned upon the compatibility of this obligation with
the Posted Workers Directive and Article 49 of the Treaty on freedom of establishment. The
Court in Rüffert held that as the German law in question referred to collective agreements
which were not universally applicable, and did not itself fix minimum wage rates, Lower
Saxony was not entitled to impose the higher rate of pay on posted workers.23 It observed that
imposing higher wage requirements on posted workers had the potential to undermine the
competitive advantage of undertakings based in lower-wage Member States and to impede
the free movement of services.
In Rüffert the Court interpreted the Article 3.7 reference to 'more favourable conditions' as
only allowing the voluntary application of more favourable contractual terms by undertakings
in the host or sending state - finding that a Member State could not "make the provision of
services in its territory conditional on the observance of terms and conditions of employment
which go beyond the mandatory rules for minimum protection."24 This seems to confuse a
requirement for delivery of public contracts with a general requirement for provision of
services. The Court did not consider case law arising under the procurement directives such
as Beentjes25 and Nord Pas de Calais26—which point to a wider discretion over terms and
conditions of employment in the context of public contracts. Criticism of the Rüffert
judgment emphasised this omission as well as the Court’s failure to consider the equal

21

Poland, Czech Republic, Malta, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia joined on
1. 5.2004; Bulgaria and Romania joined on 1.1.2007.
22
In Laval Swedish trade unions undertook to blockade construction sites for schools, which were presumably
subject to the award of a public contract. However the case arose out of the actions of the trade union rather than
any attempt by a contracting authority to enforce minimum terms and conditions of employment; there is no
mention in the judgment of the contract award process.
23
Case C-346/06 Rüffert, paras 24–35.
24
Ibid, para 33.
25
Case 31/87 Gebroeders Beentjes BV v State of the Netherlands [1988] ECR I-04635.
26
Case C-225/98 Commission v France (‘Nord Pas de Calais’) [2000] ECR I-17445
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treatment implications where collective agreements are binding only on domestic contractors,
meaning they are at a competitive disadvantage.27
In the final case forming part of the 'Laval quartet', Commission v Luxembourg, the Court
reiterated the view that the purpose of the PWD was to establish "a nucleus of mandatory
rules for minimum protection to be observed in the host country by employers who post
workers there"28 - rather than to allow for full enforcement of national rules. These cases
alerted unions and other bodies to a heightened risk that EU law would undermine collective
agreements and conditions of employment in richer Member States. The European Parliament
adopted a resolution in 2008 directly challenging the Court's PWD jurisprudence and calling
upon the Commission to adopt new legislation safeguarding the rights of workers.29 The
PWD enforcement directive, adopted in 2014, did not achieve this aim - it provides for more
uniform application of the minimum working conditions enforceable under the PWD, but
does not attempt to redefine the scope of enforceable conditions as interpreted by the Court.30
However the proposals put forward by the Commission in 2016 to amend the PWD would
allow for more comprehensive application of host state employment terms - these are
discussed in Section III.
II.iii

Bundesdruckerei and RegioPost

In 2014 the Bundesdruckerei case appeared to confirm the CJEU's approach of treating
designated wage requirements in public contracts as a restriction on trade. At the same time,
the judgment also highlighted the possibility of justifying such restrictions based on social
protection factors. In a contract for the provision of data services, the City of Dortmund
included a requirement for all tenderers and their subcontractors to pay at least the hourly
rates set by the Tariftreuegesetze. The applicant objected on the basis that it proposed to
perform the contract using workers based in Poland. The CJEU held that imposition of a
minimum wage on subcontractors based in another Member State could in principle be
justified based upon the objectives of protecting employees and preventing social dumping.31
However it found that in the circumstances, given that the minimum wage in question applied
only to public sector contracts and bore no relation to the cost of living in Poland, it was

27

Barnard, C. “Procurement law to enforce labour standards” in G. Davidov and B. Langille (eds) (2013) The
Idea of Labour Law Oxford: OUP. See also Arrowsmith. S. and Kunzlik, P. (eds) (2009) Social and
Environmental Policies in EC Procurement Law: New directives and new directions Cambridge: CUP, pp. 1-8;
and McCrudden, C. (2011) ‘The Rüffert Case and Public Procurement’ in Cremona, M. (ed), Market Integration
and Public Services in the European Union (Oxford: Oxford University Press), pp 117–148. McCrudden
highlights the legal and political background to the case both within Germany and at EU level, as well as the
trade union reaction to the ruling. He argues that the Court did not adequately consider the effect of the
procurement directives and relevant case law, and that as both the PWD and procurement directives embody
political compromises between the Treaty freedoms and social protections, the two must be placed on equal
footing in resolving cases such as Rüffert (pp 130–133).
28
Above note 10 at para 24.
29
European Parliament resolution of 22 October 2008 on challenges to collective agreements in the EU
(2008/2085(INI))
30
Directive 2014/67/EU
31
Bundesdruckerei, para 31
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disproportionate.32 The wording of the operative part of the judgment is confined to cases in
which
…a tenderer intends to carry out a public contract by having recourse exclusively to
workers employed by a subcontractor established in a Member State other than that to
which the contracting authority belongs.33
This suggested that the situation might be different if a contractor intended to rely in part or
entirely on workers based in the Member State where the wage rate applied - a factual
situation which arose in the case of RegioPost GmbH v Stadt Landau.34
In 2013 the City of Landau advertised a tender in the Official Journal of the European Union
(OJEU) for the provision of postal services. As part of their tender, bidders were required to
submit a declaration on their own behalf and on behalf of any proposed subcontractors,
guaranteeing to pay employees involved in delivery of the service at least €8.70 per hour.
This was in accordance with a requirement for public contracts set out in regional legislation
(similar to the law which was at issue in Bundesdruckerei). At the time that the contract was
tendered, no national minimum wage applied in Germany; from 1 January 2015, a minimum
wage of €8.50 per hour came into effect. RegioPost submitted the declaration in respect of its
subcontractors, but not on its own behalf. In response to a request for clarification, RegioPost
indicated that it believed the requirement to submit the declaration was contrary to public
procurement law. The City of Landau then excluded RegioPost from the competition, and it
challenged this decision.
Both Advocate-General Mengozzi and the Court in RegioPost reached markedly different
conclusions to that in Rüffert on the question of whether the contracting authority could
enforce the wage provision. Mengozzi argued that the fact that the wage agreement in
question only applied to public sector contracts should not deprive it of its effect in the
context of a procurement procedure. He drew an analogy with the ability of contracting
authorities to apply environmental conditions regardless of whether these apply in the private
sector generally, as established in Concordia. He also considered the requirement applied by
the City of Landau to be proportionate, inasmuch as it referred specifically to the workers to
be employed on the contract at hand and not to all employees of the tenderers.35 In his view,
Article 26 of Directive 2004/18/EC clearly envisioned the use of social clauses such as those
relating to minimum wages,36 and:
…Member States must, in my view, be empowered to adopt laws, regulations or
administrative provisions which, in the specific context of public contracts, lay down
employment conditions, including a minimum rate of pay, for the benefit of the
workers who provide services in performance of those contracts.37

32

Ibid, paras 32-34
Ibid, para 36
34
Case C-115/14 RegioPost GmbH & Co. KG v Stadt Landau in der Pfalz (‘RegioPost’) ECLI:EU:C:2015:760
35
Ibid, at para 87
36
Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi in Case C-115/14 RegioPost, at para 47
37
Ibid, at para 71
33
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The Court for its part held that:
i)

Directive 2004/18 does not preclude legislation that requires tenderers and
their subcontractors to undertake, by means of a written declaration, to pay
staff performing the services a predetermined minimum wage; and

ii)

A tenderer or subcontractor who refuses to provide an undertaking to pay a
minimum wage required under legislation may be excluded from a
procurement procedure.

Crucially, the Court held that measures which are capable of impeding the Article 56 freedom
to provide services can, in principle be justified by the need to protect workers even if those
measures apply only to public sector contracts.38 In reaching this conclusion, it distinguished
in three respects the factual situation in RegioPost from that in Rüffert. First, in Rüffert the
wage in question was set down in a collective agreement, not in legislation - and the Court
held that the requirement of 'universal applicability' applied only to collective agreements and
not to legislation.39 Second, the collective agreement in Rüffert applied only to the
construction sector, whereas the minimum wage in RegioPost applied to all sectors where
public contracts were awarded. Third, in Rüffert a separate, lower minimum wage already
applied in the construction sector, which was set down in legislation - whereas in RegioPost
the wage rate in question constituted the minimum social protection available to workers.40
While the RegioPost judgment is thus restricted in the scope of wage provisions to which it
applies, the Court did not restrict its findings to cases where all of the bidders are located in
one country - it specifically rejected the idea that different rules would apply where crossborder bids were made.41 The judgment thus went most of the way towards establishing the
ability of contracting authorities to insist on wage provisions in public contracts where these
are set out in legislation (at least), while leaving open the possibility for review of wage
requirements against the Treaty principles of free movement and non-discrimination.
Once the Court had determined that enforcement of such legislation was possible in public
contracts under the auspices of Article 26 of Directive 2004/18/EC, it turned to the question
of whether a bidder could be excluded for its failure to provide a declaration that it would
comply with the minimum wage. It found that given the importance ascribed to complying
with mandatory conditions in tenders, including those adopted under Article 26, exclusion of
a bidder was both permissible and proportionate. The fact that the bidder was given an
opportunity to clarify the reason for not submitting the declaration was considered relevant in
this regard.42The Court also noted that the minimum wage requirement was ‘formulated in a
particularly transparent manner in the contract notice and intended to emphasise, from the
outset, the importance of compliance with a mandatory rule…’43 The 2014 directives set
38

RegioPost, above note 31, paras 63 and 70-72 of judgment.
Ibid, para 63.
40
Ibid, para 73-76
41
Ibid, paras 50-51. The Court also did not seek to distinguish Bundesdruckerei on the basis that that case
involved use of a workforce based in another Member State - perhaps leaving open the question of whether it
would follow the same approach as it did in RegioPost in this situation.
42
Para 87 of judgment.
43
Para 83 of judgment.
39
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higher transparency requirements regarding contract performance clauses than their 2004
predecessors, by requiring that full, free, online access to procurement documents is available
from the date of publication of a notice,44 and by requiring that contract review clauses must
be clear, precise and unequivocal in order to justify modifications after contract award.45 The
next section looks at further changes to the 2014 directives which are relevant to the question
of whether, and how, wage commitments may be included in the award of public contracts.
III.

Changes in 2014 Procurement Directives and proposed revisions to PWD

The deadline for transposition of the 2014 procurement directives fell on 18 April 2016. The
social and environmental aspects of public contracts received considerable attention during
the 2011-2014 reform process, not least due to the efforts of the committee within the
European Parliament charged with reviewing the draft legislation put forward by the
Commission.46 This committee tabled over 450 amendments, many of which aimed to
strengthen the ability of contracting authorities to enforce labour laws and collective
agreements in public contracts. The Court of Justice also delivered its judgment in the Dutch
Coffee case47 at a critical juncture in this process, leading the Commission and Council to
accept that certain social criteria (specifically trading conditions, such as fair trade
commitments) could apply in the award of public contracts. The 2014 directives thus have a
markedly more 'social' flavour than their predecessors, containing a number of new or
enhanced possibilities to enforce or promote labour standards and social inclusion. Relevant
provisions include the ability to reserve contracts for sheltered workshops or employment
programmes48 and the 'light-touch' rules applicable to social and other specific services.49
However these provisions are almost all optional rather than mandatory - with Member States
or contracting authorities choosing whether to apply them. The main exception is found in
Article 18.2 of the Public Sector Directive,50 sometimes referred to as the 'mandatory social
clause'.
III.i

Article 18.2 the 'mandatory social clause'

While Article 18.2 in itself creates only a general duty upon Member States to ensure
compliance with applicable environmental, social and labour law obligations in the
performance of public contracts, a number of other provisions within the 2014 directives
enable or require contracting authorities to ensure compliance in the context of procurement
procedures. The first is the possibility to exclude an operator where a contracting authority
can demonstrate by any appropriate means that it has violated one of the applicable
44

Article 53.1 of Directive 2014/24/EU
Article 72.1(a) of Directive 2014/24/EU
46
Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Affairs, Rapporteur: Marc Tarabella (BE).
47
Case C-368/10 Commission v Kingdom of the Netherlands ("Dutch Coffee")
48
Article 20 of the Public Sector Directive. This provision expands upon a similar reservation under the 2004
directives, by i) including programmes which address disadvantaged as well as disabled workers and ii)
reducing the minimum percentage of such workers who must be employed to 30% from 50%. There is also a
separate ability under Article 77 to reserve certain contracts for organisations pursuing public service missions.
49
Title III (Articles 74-77) of the Public Sector Directive.
50
Identical provisions appear in Art. 36(2) of the Utilities Directive and Art. 30(3) of the Concessions Directive.
45
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obligations referred to in Article 18.2.51 In this context, 'applicable' would appear to refer to
any obligation which applied to an operator in a place where it was operating. If it referred
only to obligations in the place where the contract will eventually be performed, it would
confer an undue advantage on operators based outside of that location - conferring such
undue advantages is prohibited under Article 18.1. It is open to Member States to make
exclusion on this grounds mandatory. There is a maximum exclusionary period of three years
from the date of the relevant violation,52 and operators may submit evidence to demonstrate
that they have 'self-cleaned' - for example by repaying any wages wrongfully underpaid and
taking concrete measures to ensure this was not repeated.53 Exclusion is also subject to a
proportionality requirement, meaning that it must be appropriate to achieve the objective
pursued (e.g. discouraging violations of wage obligations) and not go beyond what is needed
to achieve that objective.
A second operative application of Article 18.2 can be found in the general ability for
contracting authorities to reject tenders which do not comply with the applicable obligations.
This raises the question of how contracting authorities are to satisfy themselves regarding
compliance, for example with wage requirements. In RegioPost the Court held that an
undertaking to pay the applicable wage could be sought both from bidders and any proposed
subcontractors.54 To verify working conditions at facilities used to deliver a contract, it would
be open to contracting authorities to seek third-party certification,55 which may include
audits. The third application of Article 18.2 can be found in the provisions relating to the
treatment of abnormally low tenders. Very low priced tenders may be linked to social
dumping, however they may also be due to legitimate factors such as efficient working
methods. CJEU case law on abnormally low tenders has focused on the need to allow bidders
an opportunity to explain their pricing prior to making a decision to reject a tender.56 As the
concept of an abnormally low tender is not itself defined in EU law, it is up to Member States
or individual contracting authorities to identify tender pricing which requires further
explanation. This is made more important by the obligation to reject abnormally low tenders
where the pricing is due to non-compliance with applicable laws or collective agreements.
Finally, Article 71 addresses the application of environmental, social and labour laws to
subcontractors. Article 71.1 contains a rather general statement that compliance by
subcontractors with the Article 18.2 obligations is to be ensured by 'appropriate action by the
51

Article 56.1 of the Public Sector Directive.
Article 57.7 of the Public Sector Directive.
53
Under Article 57.6, economic operators may seek to prove that they have compensated for, clarified and taken
concrete technical, organisational and personnel measures to redress any misconduct. Contracting authorities are
obliged to take this into account and, if they consider the actions insufficient to allow inclusion in the procedure,
to provide a written statement of the reasons for their decision.
54
Para 84 of judgment. While RegioPost was decided under Directive 2004/18/EC, there is no reason to suppose
that such an undertaking could not also be required under the 2014 directives.
55
Contracting authorities are able to refer to particular labels or certification schemes where these meet the basic
transparency and accessibility requirements specified in Articles 43 and 44, but must also accept equivalent
labels or certificates.
56
For example, Case C-599/10 SAG Slovensko, in which the CJEU held there was a duty to investigate ALTs,
and the earlier cases C-285/99 and C-286/99 Lombardini and Mantovani [2001] ECR I-9233; and C-147/06 and
C-148/06 SECAP SpA v Comune di Torino and Santorso Soc coop arl v Comune di Torino (‘SECAP’)
52
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competent national authorities'. However Article 71.6(a) goes further by requiring that where
joint liability between main contractors and subcontractors is possible under national law, this
shall be used to ensure compliance with applicable environmental, social and labour
obligations. One reading of this clause is that it means that joint liability, for example for
payment of wages in accordance with collective agreements, must be applied in all contracts
where there are subcontractors. Another reading would be that it only applies where the
contract already establishes joint liability between contractors and subcontractors. Both the
UK and Ireland appear to have taken the latter interpretation as they have not transcribed
Article 71.6(a). France, on the other hand, has set out specific rules on joint liability in its
transposition, which also applies the rules on abnormally low tenders to the costs of
subcontractors.57 The compatibility of any of these approaches with the Directive has not
(yet) been challenged before the CJEU. However its judgment in RegioPost appears to
endorse the idea of applying obligations to subcontractors in the same manner that they are
applied to main contractors.
The Scottish regulations implementing the Public Sector Directive transpose Article 18.2 by
creating an obligation on contracting authorities to include such conditions in public contracts
as are reasonably necessary to ensure that contractors comply with applicable environmental,
social and employment law and collective agreements.58 In contrast, the Public Contracts
Regulations 2015 for England, Wales and Northern Ireland do not transpose Article 18.2.
However given the other provisions which implement it in practice discussed above (and
which are faithfully transposed in the PCR) this does not appear to deprive it of its
effectiveness. Article 18.2 and the various provisions which allow it to be implemented offer
a relatively strong basis for ensuring that social obligations - including the payment of
minimum wages - are applied in public contracts. However the use of the term 'obligations'
raises doubt about whether voluntary commitments such as a living wage may be applied
under the auspices of Article 18.2. Article 18.2 must be read in light of general EU law and
the recitals to the 2014 directives make direct reference to the PWD in this regard, as it may
determine which labour laws are applicable to a public contract.
III.ii

Recitals 37 and 98 of Directive 2014/24/EU

The recitals to the 2014 Procurement Directives refer to the need for social protection
measures in public contracts to be applied 'in accordance' with the Posted Workers Directive,
as well as the principle of non-discrimination. The two recitals which refer to the PWD do so
in rather different terms. As these may affect interpretation of the substantive provisions of
the directives, it is worth quoting them here. The first, recital 37, states:
...it is of particular importance that Member States and contracting authorities take
relevant measures to ensure compliance with obligations in the fields of
environmental, social and labour law that apply at the place where the works are
executed or the services provided and result from laws, regulations, decrees and
decisions, at both national and Union level, as well as from collective agreements,
57
58

Articles 45 and 134.1 of the Décret n° 2016-360 du 25 mars 2016 relatif aux marchés publics
Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations, Article 19.
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provided that such rules, and their application, comply with Union law ... However,
this should in no way prevent the application of terms and conditions of employment
which are more favourable to workers. ...
Such relevant measures should be applied in accordance with [the Posted Workers
Directive] and in a way that ensures equal treatment and does not discriminate
directly or indirectly against workers and economic operators from other Member
States.
[emphasis added]
The second, recital 98, states:
It is essential that award criteria or contract performance conditions concerning social
aspects of the production process ... should be applied in accordance with [the Posted
Workers Directive], as interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union and
should not be chosen or applied in a way that discriminates directly or indirectly
against economic operators from other Member States or from third countries part[y]
to the GPA or to Free Trade Agreements to which the Union is party. Thus,
requirements concerning the basic working conditions regulated in [the Posted
Workers Directive], such as minimum rates of pay, should remain at the level set by
national legislation or by collective agreements applied in accordance with Union
law in the context of that Directive.
[emphasis added]
On first glance, the italicised provisions appear to contradict each other. While recital 37
specifically endorses the possibility of applying terms and conditions of employment more
favourable to workers than those set out in legislation or collective agreements, recital 98
counsels that minimum rates of pay (which surely form part of terms and conditions of
employment) should remain at the levels set out in those laws and collective agreements.
Both invoke the PWD alongside the principle of equal treatment and the concepts of direct
and indirect discrimination. Is it possible to read these two recitals in a way which gives
effect to both of them? Inasmuch as the last sentence of recital 98 refers only to
'requirements' remaining at the levels set out in legislation or collective agreements, it may be
construed as not limiting award criteria which relate to preferences. Rüffert, Bundesdruckerei
and RegioPost all related to mandatory conditions, and it was in this context that the Court
appeared to equate public procurement requirements with general conditions of offering
services on the market. Given its decisions in the Concordia and Commission v Netherlands
cases, it would be more difficult for the CJEU to apply this approach to award criteria.
III.iii Use of contract award criteria based on payment of a living wage
Can contracting authorities award marks to bidders who commit to pay a living wage? An
argument can be made for this based upon the specific wording of the provisions on award
criteria in the 2014 Procurement Directives, as well as the Court's jurisprudence in this area.
As a starting point, the Court has long recognised the ability of contracting authorities to
develop and apply award criteria which target specific preferences, and that national
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legislation cannot restrict this choice to certain criteria.59 In Concordia, the Court developed
general requirements for award criteria which have since been written into the directives,
requiring that they be linked to the subject matter of the contract in question,60 advertised in
advance, and not such as to confer an unrestricted freedom of choice on the contracting
authority. There is also a requirement that cost or price be taken into account in some way
and that award criteria 'ensure the possibility of effective competition'.61 Beyond this, the
Directives provide a non-exhaustive list of considerations which may be taken into account to
identify the most economically advantageous tender.
Amongst the list of considerations which may form part of award criteria, the 2014 Directives
include 'trading conditions' for the first time. This can be traced directly to the Court's
judgment in Commission v Netherlands, which concerned the application of (inter alia) fair
trade criteria in a contract for the supply of tea and coffee. The Court held in that case that:
There is ... nothing, in principle, to preclude [an award] criterion from referring to the
fact that the product concerned was of fair trade origin.62
The concept of fair trade origin as applied in the case referred to:
[P]roducts of fair trade origin purchased at a price and under conditions more
favourable than those determined by market forces from organisations made up of
small-scale producers in developing countries.63
Although the Court upheld the possibility of applying fair trade award criteria, it rejected the
Dutch authority's approach of only awarding marks to bidders who held particular labels
attesting to compliance with these criteria. It also ruled that several other criteria linked to
sustainable purchasing applied in the case lacked the requisite transparency. However it is
clear from both the judgment and Advocate-General Kokott's opinion that distinguishing
between bids based upon fair trade criteria was compatible with the public procurement rules.
Given that the reference to 'trading conditions' has now been included in the 2014 Directives,
might this also extend to criteria related to the payment of a living wage?
While the criteria in Dutch Coffee related to a supply contract and specifically the terms on
which goods were obtained from producers, it is difficult see why a different analysis would
apply to a service contract, provided the criteria were linked to subject-matter of the contract
in the sense of relating to the specific services being purchased and not the general practices
of operators bidding for a contract. It is also difficult to see why criteria relating to a wage
premium paid to workers within the EU should be treated differently to a wage premium paid
to workers in third countries, given that there is no harmonisation of wages within the EU. An
award criterion which awarded a certain percentage of marks for payment of the living wage
59

Case C-247/02 Sintesi [2004] ECR I-9215
For discussion of this requirement see Semple, A. "The Link to the Subject-matter: A Glass Ceiling for
Sustainable Public Contracts?" in Sjåfjell and Wiesbrock (eds) (2015) Sustainable Public Procurement under
EU Law Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
61
These requirements are now set out in Art. 67 of the Public Sector Directive.
62
Case C-368/10 at para 91.
63
Ibid, para 73.
60
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is also less likely to restrict competition than the type of wage requirement applied in
Bundesdruckerei and RegioPost, as it would not be a mandatory condition for award of
contract but rather one factor to be weighed against others such as cost and quality.64 From
this perspective, a living wage award criterion might also be less effective at achieving the
objective of ensuring a fair wage is paid to all workers on public contracts, but it would be
open to the contracting authority to attach a high weighting to this if it chose to.65
III.iv

Contract performance clauses

The Court has on several occasions endorsed the idea that employment-related matters may
be addressed in conditions for contract performance66 - and Article 70 of the Public Sector
Directive now specifically refers to this possibility.67 In RegioPost, the Court clearly upheld
the idea that a bidder could be excluded for failing to provide a declaration that it would
comply with a contract performance condition. However this raises a fundamental question
about the distinction between contract performance conditions and technical specifications the latter being much more tightly regulated under both the procurement directives and
international trade agreements to which the EU is party.68 Given that the effects upon
competition of rejecting a tender for non-compliance with a technical specification or
contract performance condition are the same, it is not clear why they should be treated
differently. On the other hand, if compliance with contract conditions is not verified during
the competitive process, this creates transparency problems.
Inclusion of a minimum or living wage commitment only in contract performance clauses
may be seen as less transparent than inclusion in technical specifications as bidders are often
less inclined to 'read the fine print'. 'Hiding' wage commitments in contract clauses also
contributes to the perception of procurement procedures as pantomimes, with the real
business of contract negotiation taking place outside of the competitive field. This is not to
anyone's benefit - as it requires both public sector buyers and suppliers to engage in a parallel
process in which wages are agreed after the overall price of the contract and service
specification has already been determined. Depending on the negotiating skills on either side,
this may result in higher wage costs being passed back to the contracting authority,
substandard service outcomes or undue financial pressure on the contracted company.
64

In Concordia, the Court allowed an environmental criterion under which only one of the bidders achieved full
marks, because there was nothing to prevent other bidders from also achieving full marks.
65
In EVN and Wienstrom, the CJEU accepted that a contracting authority might attach a weighting of 45% to an
award criterion based upon renewable energy production.
66
In Beentjes, Nord Pas de Calais and Commission v the Netherlands.
67
The legislative history of Article 26 of Directive 2004/18/EC shows that both more explicit reference to the
possibility of including employment-related conditions (proposed by the French and Belgian delegates) and
more explicit reference to the requirement that contract conditions must not be discriminatory (proposed by the
Commission) were rejected in the course of the negotiation. See Hebly, J. (ed.) (2007) European Public
Procurement: Legislative history of the 'Classic' Directive 2004/18/EC Alphen aan den Rijn: Kluwer Law
International at 711-726.
68
Including the WTO Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) and Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) with Canada. For a discussion of the scope for pursuing socially responsible procurement
under these instruments, see Semple, A. (forthcoming 2017) Socially Responsible Public Procurement under
International Trade Agreements: the GPA, CETA and the EU-Ukraine Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area European Procurement & Public-Private Partnership Law Journal
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Despite the requirement under the 2014 directives to publish all procurement documents in
advance and the more detailed rules governing modifications,69 it is clear that not all contract
terms can be known in advance, as some will be based on the outcome of the competition.
This is most obviously the case regarding price, but in cases where award criteria are used to
target the living wage as set out above it would also be necessary to include any such
commitment in the contract if the winning bidder has offered this in their tender. In this case,
the Article 70 reference to employment conditions may provide some reassurance that such
terms can be enforced under the procurement rules. However in this author's view more
general reliance on Article 70 to apply mandatory conditions which would not be enforceable
under Article 18.2 tends to subvert the purpose of the legislative compromise between free
movement of goods and services and social protection measures embodied in the 2014
directives.
III.v

Proposed changes to the Posted Workers Directive

In March 2016, the Commission published proposals for revisions to the PWD which would
enhance the ability to apply host Member State conditions.70 This lead 11 national
parliaments to invoke the 'yellow card' procedure seeking to stop the proposals on the
grounds that they infringed the principle of subsidiarity.71 The Commission issued a response
in which it rejected the subsidiarity argument, on the basis that the posting of workers
necessarily involved cross-border transactions which were best regulated at EU level.72 The
Commission also rejected the idea that the existing rules were sufficient to create a level
playing field between national and cross-border service providers where they carry out work
at the same location. Discussions on the draft continued within the Council and the
Employment and Social Affairs Committee of the Parliament in the second half of 2016. At
the time of writing, the Commission's proposals look likely to win the necessary support
within the European Parliament and Council. If they are adopted, the changes would enhance
the ability of host states to enforce wage requirements, including in respect of subcontractors.
Given that the 2014 procurement directives permit enforcement of social clauses to the extent
that these comply with EU law, and that the PWD is explicitly mentioned in their recitals, the
planned reform to the PWD would also expand the scope for socially responsible public
procurement under the directives. Three proposed changes are of particular significance to
the discussion here. The first is the replacement of the reference to 'minimum rates of pay'
with the broader concept of 'remuneration', an open-ended category which includes all
mandatory elements under national laws, regulations and administrative provisions, as well as

69

Set out in Articles 53.1 and 72.1(a) of the Public Sector Directive.
European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending
Directive 96/71/EC of The European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 1996 concerning the
posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services COM (2016) 128 final.
71
The parliaments were mainly from Member States responsible for sending posted workers: Poland, Romania,
Czech Republic, Croatia, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Hungary. However the Danish Parliament
also objected on the grounds that the proposal did not make explicit reference to the competence of Member
States to define pay and terms and conditions of employment.
72
European Commission Communication on the proposal for a Directive amending the Posting of Workers
Directive, with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, in accordance with Protocol No 2, COM (2016) 505.
70
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under collective agreements which are universally or generally applicable.73 Member States
would be obliged to publish all relevant elements of remuneration on a single national
website. The second is the extension of the enforceability of terms set out in collective
agreements and arbitration awards to cover all sectors, not only building work. The third
relates to subcontractors, enabling Member States to enforce the same conditions regarding
remuneration in respect of subcontractors as are applied to primary contractors. The
combined effect of these changes, if adopted, would be to expand the scope of employment
terms which may be included as mandatory conditions in public contracts. The requirement to
publish all relevant remuneration terms on a central website would also increase transparency
in the application of such terms.
IV.

Relevant law and practice in the United Kingdom

The Public Sector Directive has been implemented in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
by the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and in Scotland by the Public Contracts (Scotland)
Regulations 2015. UK legislators also took the opportunity to implement broader reforms to
procurement policy at the same time that the EU directives were transposed, in particular in
relation to below-threshold contracts. Prior to the 2015 regulations, separate legislation aimed
at ensuring that social value considerations are taken into account in public procurement was
adopted in England and Wales74 and Scotland.75 In 2011 and again in 2014, the Scottish
Government raised the question of whether the living wage could form part of contract
performance clauses and/or award criteria in public contracts in correspondence with the then
Commissioner for the Internal Market and Services, Michel Barnier.76 Barnier's responses
emphasised the need for contract clauses to comply with the PWD, and expressed the view
that as the living wage did not constitute a minimum mandatory protection (given the
existence of a separate legal minimum wage), it would be unlikely to fall within the
conditions which could be enforced under the PWD. The approach taken to wage
requirements in the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 and the accompanying
statutory guidance77 was developed in response to these perceived limitations under EU law.
The guidance sets out how contracting authorities may fulfil the sustainable procurement duty
under Section 9 of the 2014 Act, in particular at the pre-procurement stage and in the
evaluation of tenders (award criteria). Noting the applicable EU law, the guidance suggests
that bidders should be asked "to describe the package of measures which demonstrate their
positive approach to fair work practices in delivering the public contract", including but not
limited to application of the Living Wage. An Annex to the guidance provides sample text
and evaluation notes for such an award criterion. While this approach reflects a carefully
73

This follows the Court's judgment in Case C-396/13 Sähköalojen ammattiliitto ry v Elektrobudowa Spolka
Akcyjna. In this case the Court held 'minimum rates of pay' must be calculated on the basis of the pay categories
applicable in the host state and included daily allowances, payments for travelling time and holidays but
excluded accommodation and meal vouchers.
74
The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012
75
The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014
76
The correspondence may be accessed at: http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Procurement/freedom-ofinformation/recent-disclosures/FoI2014/LivingWageEuropeanComm/livingwagecontentsofcomms
77
Scottish Government, Statutory Guidance on the Selection of Tenderers and Award of Contracts Addressing
Fair Work Practices, including the Living Wage, in Procurement October 2015
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thought out balance, it is rather less transparent than an award criterion which simply awards
marks for payment of the relevant living wage - and much less transparent than a mandatory
condition of contract award. While in some cases contracting authorities may wish to take a
range of considerations into account under 'fair work practices', this will not be appropriate
for every contract. For that reason, the possibility to apply an award criterion directly linked
to the living wage as set out in section III.iii may be of interest in cases where the current
policy has not lead to payment of a living wage in public contracts.
Regarding the application of the living wage in practice outside of Scotland, the Greater
London Authority group and a number of London councils have adopted procurement
policies including payment of the London Living Wage (LLW). While it does not appear to
be a general mandatory condition in tenders, political pressure has lead to contractors
agreeing to apply the LLW in many areas traditionally subject to low pay, for example
cleaning and catering services. In other areas such as adult and social care, implementation of
the living wage has proven more difficult. A 2014 GLA policy document conveyed some
confusion regarding the legality of requiring payment of the LLW, on the one hand stating
that "UK and EU procurement law permits Living Wage procurement by the public sector"
while also stating that "Organisations need to seek their own legal advice when deciding to
apply a Living Wage standard to procurement."78 Legal opinions prepared on behalf of
central government during the same period counselled against the possibility of including the
living wage as a mandatory condition in public contracts.79
While much remains unknown about the UK's eventual relationship with the EU, in the short
to medium-term two main options are apparent, based upon the stated approach of both the
UK and EU to negotiations regarding withdrawal and any future trade agreement. The first is
that a comprehensive trade agreement, including detailed provisions on public procurement
will be reached.80 The second is that the trading relationship between the UK and EU will be
governed by WTO rules, including (probably) the Government Procurement Agreement.81
While various nuances are possible within these two general options, there is a clear
difference between them in terms of the extent to which the UK would continue to be bound
by EU law. Of particular relevance to the questions discussed in this paper is the absence of
any rules on posting of workers under the WTO agreements. While the current EU posting
rules have had the effect of limiting wage provisions in public contracts, the proposed
changes discussed would increase the extent to which host states could insist on local
working conditions. No such similar political and legal bargaining process has taken place (or
is likely to take place) within the WTO, so living wage provisions would fall to be evaluated
against the general commitments to open markets, including public contracts under the GPA.
While there is a possibility for the UK to limit the scope of public contracts subject to the
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London Assembly Economy Committee (2014) Fair Pay: Making the London Living Wage the Norm p. 29-30
Ross, T. "Downing Street says Boris Johnson's living wage may be 'illegal'" The Telegraph 5 November 2012
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For discussion of the potential scope of such an agreement, see Arrowsmith, S. "The implications of Brexit
for public procurement law and policy in the United Kingdom"2017(1) Public Procurement Law Review 1
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On whether the UK would retain its membership of the WTO and GPA after Brexit, see Wang, P."Brexit and
the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement" 2017(1) Public Procurement Law Review 34
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GPA by amending its coverage schedules, this would also have the effect of limiting UK
companies' access to the equivalent contracts in GPA member countries' markets.82
The UK Government published its White Paper on the so-called Great Repeal Bill in March
2017.83 This sets out the main pillars of the intended approach to EU law after the date on
which the UK leaves the Union, namely:
i)

The European Communities Act 1972 will be repealed with effect on the date of the
UK's withdrawal from the EU.

ii)

All EU law in effect in the UK as of the date of withdrawal will be maintained and
made part of domestic law, with the exception of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.

iii)

The Government as well as Parliament will have powers to amend ex-EU law.

iv)

CJEU judgments issued prior to the date of withdrawal will be given the same binding
effect in UK law as decisions of the Supreme Court. The bill will not require UK
courts to consider CJEU jurisprudence after Brexit.

v)

Supremacy of EU law will be retained in relation to domestic laws adopted prior to
the date of withdrawal, but not those adopted afterwards.

Unanswered questions include whether former EU laws may be amended by the devolved
assemblies or Westminster, and what precise powers the Government will claim to amend
laws without Parliament's approval (via 'Henry VIII clauses'). There is also a certain lack of
clarity regarding the effect of CJEU case law after Brexit, which is of obvious importance in
the public procurement realm, amongst many others. This vagueness is probably intended to
cover the possibility of different types of trade agreements which may be reached between
the UK and EU after Brexit. Ending the CJEU's jurisdiction has been identified as a 'red line'
by the current UK government, although the reasons for this are not entirely clear.84 The
extent to which domestic courts follow future CJEU judgments would then become extremely
important in practice, although insufficient in itself to ground reciprocal access to markets in
areas such as public procurement.
V.

Conclusions

This paper has proposed two ways of applying a living wage in public contracts which seem
to be in accordance with EU law - one which is immediately effective and another which
would apply if the planned changes to the PWD are adopted. The first is through a contract
award criterion which either relates directly to the payment by contractors of a living wage to
employees involved in the delivery of a contract, or relates to this in combination with other
factors which are linked to the subject-matter of the contract and clearly defined in the tender
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documents. The ability to apply such award criteria is based upon the CJEU's jurisprudence
in relation to environmental and social award criteria in public contracts, as well as the
specific inclusion of trading conditions in the 2014 procurement directives. The second
option would only take effect if the reference to 'minimum rates of pay' in the PWD is
replaced with a reference to 'remuneration'. In this case, the CJEU's jurisprudence to the
effect that pay requirements can only be included in public contracts where these are
minimum mandatory conditions in accordance with the PWD would no longer be relevant because the PWD would no longer make reference to minimum rates of pay. In order to apply
a living wage as a mandatory condition for the award of contracts in this context, it would
still need to be set out in a law, regulation or administrative provision, or in an eligible
collective agreement or arbitration award. In RegioPost the CJEU confirmed that such laws
may be specific to the public sector, and there also does not seem to be a requirement under
EU law for administrative provisions to be generally binding on all operators.
Questions such as the application of a living wage in public contracts have been subject to a
detailed legal and political bargaining process within the EU. The balance reflected in the
Public Procurement Directives and Posted Workers Directive is neither final nor static - it is
subject both the CJEU's ongoing interpretation and to legislative change. In this area, as
many others, disentangling these bargains and cross-references to allow the UK to take an à
la carte approach is far from easy. Moreover, it is not clear that the UK's constituent regions
would wish to make the same choices from that menu. Divorcing the text of legislation
domesticated in the manner set out in the White Paper from the evolving body of EU law
may lead to unintended consequences and risks creating a stricter, rather than more flexible,
regime for UK contracting authorities. This would occur where CJEU case law is 'fossilized'
in the manner set out in the White Paper, and where flexibilities introduced by the revision of
the PWD, for example, do not form part of UK law. While a 'hard Brexit' involving reversion
to WTO rules might provide greater flexibility on living wage issues, it is also likely to be
accompanied by severe economic pressures which would undermine both the public and
private sector's ability to pay a living wage to employees in the United Kingdom.
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